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R&D Tax Claims
What Are They?
Research and Development for businesses can be attributed to many activities. Significantly it is
usually part of what a business does day to day. To put it simply if your business has a new or
existing product, idea or system that you are developing or adapting then the time and costs
incurred could qualify for the R&D Tax Credit.

What Could This Allowance Be Worth?
The credit gives an additional uplift of 125% of all relevant costs to offset against your companies
tax position. It can be surrendered for cash, even for a loss making business. The average refund is
well in excess of £50,000 and does not affect the profit and loss position of your business.

How Is This Allowance Used?
The Tax Credit is made available either as a tax deduction based on R&D costs or it may be
surrendered for a cash tax credit. Claims may be made to adjust and recover R&D costs for up to two
immediate past accountancy periods; from this your accountant makes adjustments to your tax
returns for the company and will be helped with our specialists professional guidance.

Surely My Accountant Is Already Claiming This For Me?
Accountants will be rightly claiming as many reliefs as they can with their understanding in each
area of HMRC allowances. However to gain the maximum R&D relief, it is best to use specialists
who understand business processes and qualifying R&D activities. These specialists are best suited
to write the qualifying activity report and clearly analyse the qualifying activities, both in time and
costs using an agreed formula with the HMRC's R&D departments.

How Much Will It Cost?
The success based fee structure is calculated upon the amount of a successful claim. This would
result in a significant tax saving or refund and nothing is payable “up front”.

Could I Lose The Allowance?
If you do not claim by your company's year end period, the open tax year that you could qualify
within will cease and you will lose any eligible refund for that year.
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